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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Procedure	
	

Loaded Signature or a Loaded Karmic Signature 
	

This removal is a procedure and not a simple Signature to be removed at the start of 

the session. 

 
What? 
	

A Loaded Signature (LS) is an energetic signature that wraps itself into 

a part of the anatomy and evokes emotion and story. A Loaded Signature 

contains more information in it than a regular Signature and is rooted in a 

flash point in the client’s current life holding emotion and the sizzle of the age 

of onset. 

A Loaded Signature becomes more complex if it contains a Karmic 

component and then becomes a Loaded Karmic Signature (LKS). If it is a 

Loaded Karmic Signature it will be more influenced by the time it was collected 

and that time will be from a past life. The relevance to this current life 

experience will be obvious. 

Both LKS and LS are handled the same way with a few differences. 

Each type holds emotional charge and will lodge into a location in the 

structure that helps define the lesson held there for the client. 
	
Why? 
	

Sometimes the impact of an event has far reaching consequences such as 

a profound accident or a dramatic change from one way of being to another 

such as: a person who has a stroke and can no longer form words. These 

events in and of them selves contain a Signature but there is a particular long-

lived charge that has also resulted from where it is held and the energy 

contained within the Loaded Signature. You can think of this as the drama factor. 

When experiencing a Loaded Karmic Signature the past life impact will more 

dramatically affect the long life of the structure, forming and shaping the way the 

soul brings or does not bring its purpose forward into manifest 
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reality. An LKS can be the underpinning for the way a structure manifests in a 

given lifetime causing every thing from disease, illness, to physical deformities 

and personality issues. This is no little thing and releasing it can change a life. 
	
How? 

Because these Loaded Signatures occur in manifest physical reality the 

event and moment of on-set have an electromagnetic charge that is still firing. 

They imprint the structure in a specific location and capture the emotional 

content and flavor of the event. After the event is past and the person has had 

time to heal it should dissipate but if it is deeply imprinted it will not. It is caught 

in the “muscle memory” of the Human Energy Structure and will continue 

shaping the reactions and decisions of the individual. If the person dies 

unresolved and still carrying the LKS as a charge it will be incorporated into the 

HES and may show up influencing the physical body or even the influencing the 

personality development in the next incarnation. 
Hauntings of houses or other sites are LKS that have lodged in a 

location. The event, emotions and moment keep occurring over and over again 

like a broken record until the energy eventually dissipates over a long period of 

time.  

I went to Greece in 1990 and we visited an ancient Phoenician city right 

on the ocean called Phoenix located on the less populous side of the big island 

of Crete. It had been virtually deserted for thousands of years and the ruins 

were unexcavated. We wandered around the site for hours and I kept seeing 

sailors fishing off of an old jetty that stuck out into the water. It wasn’t until I saw 

an ancient Phoenician ship pull up beside the now transparent fishermen that I 

realized I was seeing a haunting of apparently a very special place by ancient 

spirits. It was so vivid I asked our hostess about it. She said it was a holy place 

of the dead and that the locals didn’t like to go there… too many ghosts. 

Fascinating. 
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Releasing a Loaded Karmic Signature or a Loaded Signature is much 

like clearing a haunted house because the event no longer is looping within the 

client and establishing the environmental climate of that moment frozen in time. 

Removal can be incredibly freeing. 

	
Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Procedure	
	

Loaded Signature or a Loaded Karmic Signature 
	
1.  With permission at the edge, dowse the need for removing a Loaded 

Signature or a Loaded Karmic Signature. The pulse will register heavier and 

thicker with a LKS than LS. 
	
2.  Determine the System affected by dowsing the list: 	

§ Layers 	
§ Template 	
§ Blended Energies System 	
§ Bones of Light 	
§ Elimination System 	
§ HEMF 	
§ Harmonizing Network 	

3.  By dowsing through the anatomy of the System (open your book to the 

page in the chapter that lists the System Components.) Dowse the 

Component List to determine the exact location of the Signature (Loaded or 

Loaded Karmic). Keep your book open so your client can have a visual of 

where it is located. Because the location will help the client understand the 

affect of the LS or LKS on their life more completely allowing you to 

partnership with the client draw out more information about it. 

4.  Dowse for the type of signature from the Signature List. 	
5.  Dowse for client age at of onset of the signature. If it is a Loaded Karmic 

Signature time travel to date of onset of Signature.  
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Unlike a Karmic Wound there are no other people in the Signature. It will reflect the  
experience of only the client. Knowing the date of onset gives the Signature heft and may 
reveal something important to the client. 
 

6.  Dowse for the number of emotions lodged in the Signature. 	
7.  Dowse the Word List for emotions contained in the Signature unless, 

of course, they are already clearly demonstrating in the session. 

8.  T h e  S c e n a r i o :  Put the information gathered together and determine 

the story of the Loaded Signature. Remember the most important feature is 

the emotional content. The anatomical location gives you info about how this 

has impacted the client’s experience. 

9.  Bring the awareness of the scenario to 100% by reviewing the many ways 

the Loaded Signature (LS) has influenced the experience of living. 

10. For the LKS: everything is the same except also address the soul’s purpose 

and evolution of the individuation as it has been held back or “offended” (put off- 

delayed- lost focus) by this piece preventing the fulfillment of the soul’s purpose- 

LKS is a longer arc and a deeper burden for the client. It is a lifelong influence. 

11. Activate the signature in the structure by shaking and stimulating it if 

needed. 

12. Check to be sure they are 100% aware of the meaning of the LKS or LS. 

13. Ask the client to breathe in and lift the whole thing out with their help and 

any helpers you might need to call upon. 

14. Fill the gap with ULL. 

15. Check for immediate Imbalances as they often will hide underneath the 

Signature and come roaring up when it is removed. 

16. Bring in Harmonizing Energies related to the System affected and Harmonizing 

the BOL. 

17. Bring in IBWSIB. 
 
 


